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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Autobiographical remembering is a dynamic process in which narrators construct their life
story from single memories. What is included in or deleted from the life story depends on
many factors. Here, we examined the functions, emotions and correspondence with the life
script for the memories that people desire to save or erase from their past. We asked people
to generate either the two memories they were most likely to save and erase or the two
memories they regarded as their most positive and negative memories. Then everyone rated
those memories on function, emotion and correspondence with the life script. Overall, we
found save and erase memories corresponded less with the life script relative to most
positive and most negative memories though they were similarly emotionally intense.
Additionally, erase memories were more associated with shame and less with social
functions than most negative memories, whereas most negative memories to a higher
degree involved the death of signiﬁcant others, albeit being similarly traumatic. These
ﬁndings have important implications for theory about autobiographical memory, and
possible clinical relevance.
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Autobiographical memories constitute an important
resource people can use to create their identity and life
story (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Habermas &
Bluck, 2000; Prebble et al., 2013). In fact, we know
people take steps to help preserve the ability to bring
some memories to mind – to “save” them, but people
also take steps to avoid recalling other memories – to
“erase” them (Burnell et al., 2020). For instance, people
often keep photos and mementos that remind them of
past experiences, and even imbue their passwords with
memory cues (Petrelli & Whittaker, 2010; Taylor & Garry,
2019). Likewise, movies and television are rich with
examples of people burning or cutting up photos to
forget previous partners and “get on with” their lives.
Though these “save” and “erase” memories tend to be
rated high on emotional intensity and valence, we know
little about how they might diﬀer from other highly
emotional memories. Here, we examine the functions,
emotions and correspondence with the life script of the
memories that people would choose to save or erase.
We then compared these ﬁndings with parallel ﬁndings
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from other peoples’ most positive and most negative
memories.

Possible functions and emotions of “save” and
“erase” memories
Why we remember and maintain certain memories over
others has often been explained with reference to three
broad functions: Directive, self and social (Bluck, 2003;
Cohen, 1998; Pillemer, 1992). The directive function concerns memories that guide future thinking and behaviour.
Such memories may assist in changing or erasing certain
behaviours but may also motivate and inspire the rememberer to stay on the same course and maintain or enhance
other behaviours (Pillemer, 2001; 2003; Rasmussen &
Berntsen, 2009; Webster, 2003). The self-function concerns
memories that tell us something about our identity and
self-understanding (Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009), are
regarded as central to the life story (Berntsen & Rubin,
2006), and helps maintain self-continuity and coherence
in the life story (Bluck & Alea, 2002; Bluck & Habermas,
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2000; Habermas & Bluck, 2000). The social function has
been described in at least two diﬀerent ways (see Alea &
Bluck, 2003; Hyman & Faries, 1992 for overviews): [a]
when we share in memories in conversation to inform,
communicate, show empathy, or teach a lesson to the
younger generation (Nelson, 1993; Pillemer, 1992; Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009; Webster, 2003), [b] when we think
about others to increase and maintain intimacy and closeness with important others (Bluck, 2003; Bluck et al., 2005;
Webster, 2003), or to inﬂuence social identity and group
belonging in a broader sense (Berntsen, 2009; Maswood
et al., 2019; Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009; Wright &
Gaskell, 1992).
If certain memories stand out in ways that would make
people want to save them, it seems reasonable to suspect
that those memories would serve important functions. For
example, imagine being diagnosed with early stages of
Alzheimer’s disease. Knowing that you would gradually
lose memories of your life, as well as the ability to recognise loved ones, what type of memory would you want
to save forever? We might expect people faced with this
alarming future to want to save a positive memory that
would aid them in remembering who they were and
who their loved ones were. Consistent with these ideas,
one study found that the more a memory served helpful
functions, the more people wanted to preserve it
(Burnell et al., 2020).
But now consider a diﬀerent scenario in which you had
a terrible experience that makes you feel sad, anxious, or
ashamed every time you think about it. We might expect
people faced with this scenario to want to erase those
memories if given the chance. After all, we know that
people who suﬀer from Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) often report being haunted by traumatic memories
that pop up unexpectedly, which in turn leads to great
mental anguish. It seems logical that such memories
would constitute good candidates to erase. But it turns
out that logic does not reﬂect what people say they
would do: Negative valence is not the sole predictor of
what people would choose to erase. In one study,
people imagined being the victims of a vicious assault,
and then were asked how willing they would be to take
a memory-dampening drug to lessen the emotions associated with the event (Newman et al., 2011). There was only
modest desire to take the drug – and among those who
had experienced a traumatic event, there was even less.
It therefore seems reasonable to surmise that people
would be even less inclined to erasing a traumatic
memory completely.
How are we to explain these ﬁndings? Newman and colleagues speculated the results might have reﬂected a
general discomfort towards tinkering with our memories,
because of the functions they might serve for identity
and self-understanding. That is, changing or even erasing
one’s memories could be regarded as a fundamental
threat to identity, because it may change who we are
(James, 1890/1950; Newman et al., 2011; Wilson & Ross,
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2003). This speculation accords with theory connecting
autobiographical memory and the self (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Prebble et al., 2013). Single memories
are used as building blocks for the overarching life story
– the story we construct and narrate about ourselves,
and which provide our lives with unity and meaning
(Habermas & Bluck, 2000). In this framework, identity is
the life story, or the “narrative identity” (Bauer et al.,
2008; McAdams, 2001).
Another possible explanation is that the mere thought
of erasing traumatic memories is met with reluctance
because these memories contain important lessons of
what to avoid in future similar scenarios and may eventually lead to posttraumatic growth (Pillemer, 2003;
Schuettler & Boals, 2011; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2004). For
instance, if you were assaulted after walking home alone
in the dark in a dangerous part of town, it would make
good sense never to forget that. Moreover, even very
negative memories can have redemptive qualities, and
come to be regarded as turning points in the life story
(McAdams et al., 2001; Pillemer, 2001). Most people
would want to hold on to – perhaps even savour – memories of something that turned our well, even if it started
out terribly. Both possibilities are in line with Newman
et al.’s (2011) ﬁnding that those with a history of traumatic
experiences were even less inclined to take the memorydampening drug. That is, to avoid the emotional aftereﬀects of trauma, you would presumably also forget
what good came out of it. Indeed, there is evidence that
people want to preserve even negative memories, to the
extent that they serve helpful functions (Burnell et al.,
2020).
Taken together, these results suggest that most positive
memories are worth saving and serve helpful and adaptive
functions. In contrast, negative memories form a less
uniform category: some negative memories are helpful
and worth saving, whereas other negative memories are
hurtful, maladaptive and better erased. But what characteristics separate save and erase memories from other
highly positive and negative memories, and what functions do they serve?
We know that emotionally positive and negative memories diﬀer systematically in ways that suggest they serve
diﬀerent functions, so we might expect save and erase
memories to diﬀer in similar ways but with some exceptions. For example, compared with negative memories,
positive memories are rated higher on self-function, centrality of event to life story and identity, importance,
social function, social identity function as well as being
more rehearsed in conversation and in thought (Berntsen
et al., 2011; Berntsen & Thomsen, 2005; Bohn & Berntsen,
2007; Byrne et al., 2001; Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009;
2013; Zaragoza Sherman et al., 2015a). In contrast, negative memories are either rated higher or like positive memories on problem-solving (McLean & Lilgendahl, 2008) and
directive function (Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009; 2013).
Together these ﬁndings suggest we need to look beyond
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emotional valence to answer our primary research question. We therefore turn to the literature on discrete
emotions.
Few studies address the relationship between discrete
emotion and autobiographical memory (Levine & Pizarro,
2004), but there is evidence to suggest that discrete
emotions aﬀect autobiographical memory beyond the
eﬀects of valence. For instance, D’Argembeau and Van
der Linden (2004) compared positive and negative memories high on self-awareness (shame versus pride) to positive and negative memories low on self-awareness
(admiration versus contempt) on importance and found
that the expected diﬀerences between positive and negative memories were accentuated between pride and
shame memories relative to admiration and contempt
memories. These results may suggest that people attribute
more usability to positive memories high on self-awareness such as memories for pride and less usability to negative memories high on self-awareness such as memories
for shame when compared to other highly positive and
negative memories.
Support for this assumption is especially high when it
comes to shame memories. Memories for shame (Martos
et al., 2012) are likely candidates for a hurtful, negative
memory that people might wish to erase. Shame is an
emotion characterised by self-blame and feelings of the
self as being inferior, unworthy, defective, undesirable
and exposed to others. Shame might have long ago protected us from being socially isolated, a warning sign
that we are at risk of social exclusion. To the extent this
possibility is true, it ﬁts with the ﬁnding that people tend
not to share shameful experiences with others, which in
turn is assumed to encourage a cycle of self-loathing
thoughts and further social isolation (Gilbert, 1998,
2003). How central people report these shame memories
are to their identity and life story predicts psychopathology, a ﬁnding that ﬁts with the idea that shame has a
unique role in human functioning and suﬀering, which
goes beyond and above that of general negative
emotional valence (Martos et al., 2012).
Taken together, we therefore expect “erase” memories
to be rated higher than other highly negative memories on
shame. Because shame is associated with less social
sharing and feelings of group belonging, we also might
expect “erase” memories to be rated lower on social function and social identity function. Likewise, we might
expect to see higher ratings on pride for “save” memories
compared with other highly positive memories. But since
evidence suggests positive memories serve a more
uniform category and are generally considered helpful
and worth saving (Burnell et al., 2020), we might also
expect “save” and most positive memories to show no
diﬀerences on function.
Regardless of whether positive memories form a more
uniform category, “save” memories are still interesting to
examine. Understanding the memories people want to
save (and erase) would further our understanding of the

kinds of memories that are important enough for people
to actively include (or exclude) from their narrative identity. Such memories are likely to be part of what makes
us unique and contribute to a more idiosyncratic life
story. One way to get at this question is to examine the
correspondence for “save” and “erase” memories with
the life script (Berntsen & Rubin, 2004) and compare it
with that of highly positive and negative memories.
The life script represents a series of transitional events
that constitutes a normative almost stereotypical life –
such as birth, school, falling in love, education, getting
married, having children, work, retirement, serious illness
and death. Most of these events are positive (falling in
love and having children), and the few negative events represented concern biological and generally inevitable
events, such as death of signiﬁcant others, own death or
serious illness (Berntsen & Rubin, 2004; Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009). Traumatic events such as assault, rape, accidents
and natural disasters are not represented in the life script
presumably because they are more idiosyncratic, often
unexpected and therefore less scripted (see Rasmussen &
Berntsen, 2013). The same could be said for highly positive
events not represented in the life script, such as hobbies or
other leisure activities that may provide great personal
meaning and pride but deviate substantially from the
norms in the life script (Umanath & Berntsen, 2013). Considered together, then, this literature leads us to speculate
that “save” and “erase” memories may correspond less with
the life script relative to people’s most positive and negative memories, because they are likely to represent something special and unique in the person’s life story.
Here, we asked a group of people to generate their most
positive and most negative memories, and another group
to bring to mind the two memories they were most likely
to save or erase. We predicted that “erase” memories
would be rated higher on shame than people’s most negative memories, but lower on social function and social identity function. Conversely, we predicted that “save”
memories would be rated higher on pride than people’s
most positive memories but show no diﬀerences on function. Moreover, we predicted that the “save” and “erase”
memories would show lower correspondence with the life
script as compared with people’s most positive and negative memories. Finally, we predicted “save” and “erase”
memories to be rated like people’s most positive and
most negative memories on emotional valence, emotional
intensity and trauma status, for which reason we expected
to replicate previous ﬁndings on diﬀerences between
highly positive and highly negative memories.

Method
Design
We used a mixed design with Pleasantness as the within
group variable (highly pleasant versus highly unpleasant)
and Memory type (most positive/negative versus most
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likely to save/erase) as the between group variable. Function, emotion and correspondence with the life script
were the key-dependent variables for the predictions. To
determine how well we connected with prior literature,
we also aimed to replicate previous ﬁndings on diﬀerences
between highly positive and negative memories (i.e., main
eﬀects of pleasantness). Therefore, we also assessed rehearsal, centrality of event to life story and identity, and age of
memory. The study was not pre-registered, but sample
size estimates and replication hypotheses were based on
related studies (Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009; 2013).

Sample
The sample was recruited from student volunteers taking a
psychology research methods course at Aarhus University,
Denmark, as part of a teaching exercise. They were introduced to the survey link in the ﬁrst class of the course
whereafter they had a week to ﬁnish the survey. The students in the class were also asked to distribute the link
to the survey on social media to increase the sample size
and to refrain from discussing the content of the survey
with other students during that week. After that week
and before the second class, the linked to the survey
were closed, and the students were debriefed. We also
checked that none of the students had guessed the
rational of the study.
The questionnaire was accessible to the students via a
link to Qualtrics. We collected memory data from 184
people, but the ﬁnal sample consisted of 176 (120
women, 56 men; M = 24.60, SD = 5.13) after having
excluded those who failed to ﬁnish the survey (n = 2) as
well as those who failed to provide valid memory descriptions (n = 6). Of the remaining sample, 83.0% reported a
high school degree as their highest educational level,
whereas the corresponding percentages for the remainder
of the sample were 3.4% for having ﬁnished primary
school only, 11.4% for having an undergraduate degree
and 2.3% for having a graduate degree. Almost everyone
reported being of Danish origin, with the exceptions of 4
who reported Norwegian origin, 2 who reported Faroese
and 1 who reported German origin. Of the 176 people in
the ﬁnal sample, 90 were asked for their most positive
and most negative memories (63 females, 27 males; M =
24.44, SD = 5.46), and 86 were asked for the memories
they would save and the memories they would erase (57
females, 29 males; M = 24.76, SD = 4.78).

Procedure
We told everyone we were investigating preferences for
diﬀerent types of experiences. Before they began, we
asked everyone to ﬁll in the questionnaire under strict conditions: to complete the survey in one session, in an
environment free from distraction, and to refrain from
doing anything else on their computer while participating
in the study. We also informed everyone they were free to
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withdraw from the study at any time, and their answers
would remain anonymous.
Over the course of the study, we asked people to nominate and rate the characteristics of two memories: Either
[a] their most positive memory and their most negative
memory (the positive/negative condition), or [b] one
memory they would save and one memory they would
erase (the save/erase condition). People were informed
that they should nominate memories lasting less than a
day. We counterbalanced the order people selected and
rated the two memories such that they ﬁrst nominated
one memory and completed the full set of ratings for
that memory, before moving on to the other memory.
We obtained people’s most positive memories by saying
“some events may stand out as your most positive memories. Now imagine that you have to choose between
these memories. Which one is your most positive
memory?” We obtained people’s most negative memories
by saying “some events may stand out as your most negative memories. Now imagine that you have to choose
between these memories. Which one is your most negative memory?” To obtain a memory people would save,
we asked them to “suppose that you could permanently
save one speciﬁc memory. If you saved that memory you
would save whatever information you currently have
about that event and be able to re-experience it whenever
you wanted to”. To obtain a memory people would erase,
we asked them to “suppose that you could permanently
erase one speciﬁc memory. If you erased that memory
you would not be able to re-experience it again”. The
task was open-ended. People was encouraged to bring
the nominated memories to mind and mentally elaborate
on the memory before answering the rating scale questions. They were informed that they could take as long
time as need and write as much as they wanted, but also
that they could refrain from writing anything and just
move on to answering the rating scale questions if they
felt uncomfortable writing about the memory.
First, everyone rated each of their nominated memories
(positive and negative versus save and erase) on 19 items
including measures of memory function, rehearsal and
emotion. For the directive function, we used two items
that addressed the behaviour correcting as well as the
broader motivational aspects of this function. For the
self-function, we used a single item as well as the short
7-item version of the centrality of event scale (the CES;
Berntsen & Rubin, 2006) that addresses the centrality of
an event to the person’s identity and life story. Each item
on the CES is rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale, where
1 = totally disagree and 5 = totally agree, and Cronbach’s
alpha was acceptable for all four memories in the
present study (α ranging from .89 to .93). For the social
function, we used three items that addressed conversational rehearsal as well as the social belonging and social
sharing aspects of this function. The remaining items
addressed emotional valence and intensity as well as discrete emotions and rehearsal (see Table 1 for the full list
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Table 1. Items and Anchors for the Questions Asked in the Study.
Variable
Directive function
Guiding function
Self-function
Social function
Social identity
function
Emotional
Valence
Emotional
Intensity
Sad
Happy
Shame
Proud
Anger
Content
Fear
Peaceful
Conversational
rehearsal
Voluntary
rehearsal
Involuntary
rehearsal
Age of memory

Item

Anchor

This memory helps me handle
present and future
situations
This memory guides my
present and future thinking
and behaviour
This memory tells me
something about my
identity
I have often shared this
memory with other people
This memory gives be a sense
of belonging with other
people
The feelings I experience as I
recall the event are

1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree

The feelings I experience as I
recall the event are intense
I feel sad when I recall the
event
I feel happy when I recall the
event
I feel shame when I recall the
event
I feel proud when I recall the
event
I feel angry when I recall the
event
I feel content when I recall the
event
I feel fearful when I recall the
event
I feel peaceful when I recall
the event
Since it happened, I have
talked about the event
Since it happened, I have
deliberately thought about
the event (1 = almost never;
7 = extremely often)
Since it happened, the event
has popped up in my mind
by itself – that is without me
trying to recall it
How old were you when the
remembered event took
place?

1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
−3 = extremely
negative; 3 =
extremely positive
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = not at all; 7 = to
a very high degree
1 = almost never; 7
= extremely often
1 = almost never; 7
= extremely often
1 = almost never; 7
= extremely often
I was ____years

of items and anchors). The items in Table 1 were adapted
from or used in earlier work (Burnell et al., 2020; Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009; 2013; Rubin et al., 2003; Talarico
et al., 2004).
Everyone then categorised each of their chosen memories according to the 36 event categories on the Danish
Life Script (LS-DK; Berntsen & Rubin, 2004). If they chose
the category “other” from the LS-DK, they were asked to
instead use a secondary coding scheme containing more
mundane every day and stressful events (Schlagman
et al., 2006). If they were describing a memory prompted
by the erase or most negative instructions, we also asked
them to categorise their memory according to the Traumatic Life Events Questionnaire (TLEQ; Kubany et al.,
2000), which contain 15 event categories that all fall
under the deﬁnition of a traumatic event according to
the DSM-IV criteria for PTSD (American Psychological

Association, 2000). Examples of events in the LS-DK are
having children, getting married, falling in love, ﬁrst job,
graduating college, death of partner and other signiﬁcant
life transition events. Examples of events from the secondary coding scheme developed by Schlagman and colleagues are traveling/journeys, sports/leisure activities,
accidents/illnesses, stressful events, work/university and
going out. Examples from the TLEQ are natural disaster,
robbery with weapon, childhood physical abuse, intimate
partner abuse and life-threatening illness.
Finally, we asked people to consider the save/erase
instructions rated on a 7-point Likert-type scale the following item, as a manipulation check: “If you could actually
save/erase this memory, how likely would you be to do
that?” (1 = not at all likely, 7 = extremely likely).

Life script analysis
Our initial review of people’s own classiﬁcations suggested
they interpreted the categories more broadly than
intended. For instance, they sometimes categorised
divorce or other marriage related events under getting
married, but that cultural script category is intended to be
speciﬁcally about the wedding itself (for instance, remembering walking up the aisle rather than more generalised
memories from a marriage). Therefore, we also categorised
the event descriptions according to the LS-DK (Berntsen &
Rubin, 2004). There were two judges, the ﬁrst author, and
a research assistant blind to the purposes and hypotheses
of the study. The two judges agreed on 92.0% of classiﬁcations and resolved disputes by discussion.

Results
We now turn to our primary question: To what extent were
the memories people would save or erase diﬀerent from
people’s most positive or negative memories? To answer
this question, and in line with previous work comparing
highly positive and negative memories more broadly
(Berntsen & Thomsen, 2005; Bohn & Berntsen, 2007;
Byrne et al., 2001; Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009), we conducted a series of 2 (Pleasantness: highly pleasant versus
highly unpleasant) by 2 (Memory type: positive/negative
versus save/erase) mixed ANOVAs. The results from these
ANOVAs are displayed in Table 2. Our primary question
involved ﬁve DVs (social function, social identity function,
shame, pride and proportion of overlap with the life script
[self-rated and experimenter-rated]) that addressed main
eﬀects or interactions pertaining to memory type (save
versus most positive and erase versus most negative).
The results from these ﬁve DVs are also displayed in
Figure 1. The remaining DVs were secondary to our
primary question but included to ensure that we replicated previous work comparing highly positive and negative memories (see Bohn & Berntsen, 2007; Rasmussen &
Berntsen, 2009 for reviews). We report the ﬁndings uncorrected for multiple testing.
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Table 2. Means, Standard Deviations and Results from a Mixed ANOVA Comparing the Four Memories.
Most positive
M

SD

Most negative
M

SD

Save memory
M

SD

Erase memory
M

SD

Memory
type
F

ηp 2

Pleasantness
F

ηp 2

Interaction
F

ηp 2

Directive
3.16
1.23
3.28
1.93
3.22
1.92
2.85
1.75
.73
.00
.46
.00
1.82
.01
Guiding
3.46
1.78
3.67
1.88
3.49
1.98
3.53
1.79
.06
.00
.41
.00
.17
.00
Self
4.94
1.71
3.82
1.81
4.98
1.65
3.34
1.95
1.17
.01
64.44**
.28
2.37
.01
Social
3.98
1.98
3.39
1.69
4.08
2.09
2.66
1.60
2.44
.01
26.52**
.13
4.53*
.03
Social identity
4.69
2.67
2.47
1.81
4.74
2.18
1.48
.97
4.73*
.03
219.12**
.56
7.94*
.04
Valence
2.34
1.19
−2.04
1.04
2.12
1.71
−2.07
.98
.96
.01
946.57**
.85
.53
.00
Intensity
4.64
1.64
4.89
1.64
5.10
1.45
4.43
1.91
.00
.00
1.52
.01
6.94*
.04
Sad
1.78
1.23
5.34
1.71
1.93
1.62
5.01
1.81
.30
.00
347.03**
.67
1.85
.01
Happy
5.97
1.37
1.34
.77
5.93
1.69
1.20
.53
.57
.01
1430.85**
.89
.20
.00
Shame
1.22
.63
2.77
2.15
1.19
.56
3.90
2.23
9.27*
.05
172.20**
.50
12.92**
.07
Proud
5.18
1.82
1.62
1.29
5.06
2.08
1.14
.49
3.16
.02
551.82**
.76
1.30
.01
Anger
1.24
.75
3.70
2.16
1.24
.95
4.21
1.96
2.06
.01
290.04**
.63
2.56
.02
Content
5.56
1.58
1.40
1.03
5.47
1.88
1.13
.43
1.53
.01
906.21**
.86
.42
.00
Fear
1.61
1.15
3.28
2.01
1.44
1.06
3.67
2.10
.37
.00
143.04**
.45
3.01
.02
Peaceful
4.71
1.63
1.44
.82
4.95
1.85
1.27
.73
.05
.00
565.49**
.77
2.06
.01
Conversational
4.39
1.83
3.57
1.76
4.23
1.88
2.78
1.68
5.73*
.03
38.23**
.18
2.94
.02
Voluntary
4.53
1.66
2.73
1.86
4.49
1.76
2.41
1.45
.98
.01
154.36**
.47
.81
.01
Involuntary
3.90
1.54
4.01
1.65
4.28
1.64
4.09
1.58
1.62
.01
.06
.00
.86
.01
Age in years
4.53
5.57
7.14
7.02
6.01
7.17
7.92
6.02
1.87
.01
18.53**
.10
.45
.00
CES-score
3.28
1.17
2.94
1.08
3.24
1.15
2.51
1.10
3.31
.02
23.69**
.12
3.30
.02
LS-DK Exp.
.64
.48
.44
.50
.53
.50
.22
.42
9.97*
.05
27.72**
.16
1.36
.01
LS-DK Self
.76
.43
.69
.47
.64
.48
.52
.50
7.79*
.04
3.35
.02
.25
.00
Note: *p < .05; **p < .001. CES, Centrality of Events Scale; LS-DK Self, Danish Life Script Proportion Self-Rated; LS-DK Exp., Danish Life Script Proportion
Experimenter-Rated.

First, we examined the diﬀerences between the memories people would erase and their most negative memories. Consistent with the predictions addressing the
unique status of erase memories, we found small-tomedium interactions for shame, social function and
social identity function. As Figure 1 shows, these interactions were driven by the ﬁndings that erase memories
were rated more highly on shame, but lower on social
function and social identity function relative to people’s
most negative memories. By contrast, Figure 1 also
shows there was no good empirical support for diﬀerences
in the corresponding comparison between save memories
and most positive memories. We did not ﬁnd the predicted
interaction for pride (see Table 2 and Figure 1).
Also consistent with the predictions concerning the
personal uniqueness of save and erase memories, we
found less correspondence with the life script for
people’s save and erase memories relative to people’s
most positive and most negative memories. That is,
there was a medium main eﬀect of memory type for life
script proportion (self-rated as well as experimenter
coded; see Table 2). Otherwise, most positive and most
negative memories were not that diﬀerent from save
and erase memories and, as Figure 1 shows, mainly
driven by interactions as described above.
Next, we sought to replicate ﬁndings from the literature
comparing people’s positive memories to their negative
memories – that is collapsing across most positive and
save and vice versa collapsing across most negative and
erase. Accordingly, we looked for main eﬀects of our pleasantness factor, collapsed across instructions. As Table 2
shows, we found a number of main eﬀects of pleasantness,
a ﬁnding that replicates previous work (Berntsen et al.,

2011; Berntsen & Thomsen, 2005; Bohn & Berntsen, 2007;
Byrne et al., 2001; Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009; 2013; Zaragoza Sherman et al., 2015a). Most positive and save memories were rated higher on self-function, social function,
social identity function, conversional rehearsal, voluntary
rehearsal and event centrality than most negative and
erase memories. Furthermore, positive and save memories
were rated as being younger than negative and erase
memories. With respect to the ﬁndings for the two directive functions and involuntary rehearsal, we found no evidence of diﬀerences between emotionally positive
memories and negative memories, but these ﬁndings are
diﬃcult to put in context because they are inconsistent
in the literature (Berntsen & Thomsen, 2005; Bohn &
Berntsen, 2007; Byrne et al., 2001; McLean & Lilgendahl,
2008; Rasmussen & Berntsen, 2009; 2013; Walker et al.,
2009).
As Table 2 also shows, we did not ﬁnd evidence to
suggest people’s save memories were diﬀerent from
people’s most positive memories with respect to their
emotional valence ratings. Likewise, we did not ﬁnd evidence that people’s erase memories were diﬀerent from
people’s most negative memories. Moreover, we found
no evidence to suggest diﬀerences in intensity between
any of the four types of memory. Consistent with these
overarching ﬁndings, we also found the most positive
and save memories were rated higher than the most negative and erase memories on happiness, pride, contentment
and peacefulness – whereas we found the opposite
pattern for sadness, shame, anger and fear. Moreover, traumatic memories comprised 39% of the people’s most
negative memories as well as 40% of the memories they
desired to erase according to self-classiﬁcations on the
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Figure 1. Mean Ratings for Shame, Pride, Social Function, Social Identity Function and Life Script Proportion (Self-Rated and Experimenter-Rated). Error
Bars Denote 95% Conﬁdence Intervals.

TLEQ (χ2 (1) = .01, p = .93, Cramer’s ν = .01). Put in other
words, we found no evidence to suggest that people’s
save memories were diﬀerent from people’s most positive
memories with respect to ratings on intensity, valence and
discrete emotions. Likewise, we found no evidence to
suggest that people’s erase memories were diﬀerent
from people’s most negative memories on the same
ratings as well as trauma overlap – with the notable exception of shame.
Finally, we examined whether people really would want
to save or erase their save and erase memories. They
reported being more likely to save their save memory
(M = 6.06, SD = 1.48) than they were to erase their erase
memory (M = 4.62, SD = 2.00, t (85) = 5.14, p < .001, d
= .80). But despite this diﬀerence, both means were
larger than the median on the scale, suggesting that
people leaned more towards wanting to save their save
memories and erase their erase memories if they really
could.

Analysis of the life script classiﬁcations
To what extent were the memories people would save or
erase diﬀerent from their most positive or negative memories with respect to the speciﬁc classiﬁcations on the life
script? Chi-square tests provided evidence that the
content between erase and most negative memories was
distributed diﬀerently (χ2 (11) = 28.01, p = .003, Cramer’s ν
= .40 based on experimenter-coded data and χ2 (21) =
38.17, p = .012, Cramer’s ν = .47 based on people’s selfreports) as well as for save and most positive memories
(χ2 (17) = 27.90, p = .046, Cramer’s ν = .40 based on experimenter-coded data and χ2 (19) = 28.15, p = .081, Cramer’s
ν = .40 based on people’s self-reports). Follow-up z-tests
comparing column proportions revealed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence for the category “other’s death” for experimentercoded as well as for self-report data: Twenty (22 for selfreports) of the most negative memories were coded as
“other’s death”, whereas only three (four for self-reports)
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erase memories fell into this category (ps < .05). We found
no diﬀerence in speciﬁc content between the save memories and the most positive memories.

Discussion
Understanding what kinds of memories that are considered important enough for people to actively include
(or exclude) from their narrative identity might tell us
how autobiographical memory can aid in making us feel
that we have a unique and idiosyncratic life story. Life
script research shows that a large proportion of highly
emotional memories represent a normative life deﬁned
by the events that we often have in common with others
(Berntsen & Rubin, 2004; Bohn, 2010). But here we argue
that the memories that people would choose to save or
erase from their life stories if they could, represent a subgroup of highly emotional memories characterised by
the events that make us feel special and separate from
others.
To what extent are the memories people would save or
erase then diﬀerent from other positive and negative
memories? Our data suggest a two-part answer to this
question. First, save and erase memories showed less correspondence with the norms represented in the life script,
thus supporting the assumption that they represent more
idiosyncratic memories. Second, although we found no
evidence of diﬀerences between erase memories and
people’s most negative memories with respect to
valence, intensity and trauma content, they stood out as
rated more highly on shame, but lower on social function
and social identity function. These ﬁndings are consistent
with the general idea that shame relates to feelings of
stigma, unworthiness and social isolation (Gilbert, 1998;
Martos et al., 2012). These ﬁndings ﬁt with the idea that
erase memories make us feel separate from others in a
maladaptive way.
We did not ﬁnd the predicted interaction for pride. That
is, save memories were not rated higher on pride compared with people’s most positive memories. One reason
might be that positive memories for a more uniform category which mostly serve adaptive functions (Burnell
et al., 2020).
With respect to classiﬁcation on the life script, save
memories diﬀered in few ways from people’s most positive
memories. They corresponded less with the life script,
albeit with no speciﬁc diﬀerences in content between
the two types of positive memories. By contrast, erase
memories corresponded less with the life script as compared with most negative memories, but they also
diﬀered regarding speciﬁc content. In short, erase memories contained very few experiences relating to the
death of signiﬁcant others, whereas the opposite was
true for the people’s most negative memories. Although
speculative, this ﬁnding ﬁts with the idea that other’s
death is a likely candidate for people’s most negative
memory, because it represents a highly negative,
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inevitable and to some extent scripted event that everyone is likely to experience. But at the same time, it might
well be a poor candidate for an erase memory, because
that memory may also represent the last memory of a signiﬁcant other that people are reluctant to banish.
Importantly, our ﬁndings of how people’s save and erase
memories stood out from people’s most positive and negative memories were not due to diﬀerences in emotional
valence and intensity or diﬀerences in other discrete
emotions apart from shame. They were also not due to
diﬀerences between how much people really wanted to
save their save memories or erase their erase memories if
they could. In short, the memories people would choose
to save and erase over all other memories were less normative and more personally idiosyncratic than the memories
they nominated as being the most positive and negative
memories. Moreover, although almost half of the most
negative and erase memories were categorised as traumatic, erase memories in particular were more associated
with shame and less with social sharing and social identity
as well as less concerned with the death of signiﬁcant
others.
We replicated previous work comparing emotionally
positive and negative memories, showing that positive
memories tend to be rated higher than negative memories
on self and social function, social identity function, centrality of the event to identity and life story, conversational and
voluntary rehearsal as well as being rated as younger
(Berntsen et al., 2011; Bohn & Berntsen, 2007; Rasmussen
& Berntsen, 2009; 2013; Zaragoza Sherman et al., 2015a),
whereas we found no diﬀerences with respect to the directive function and involuntary rehearsal. With respect to the
directive function, earlier studies have been few and
ﬁndings inconsistent. These inconsistencies may partly
reﬂect the inherent duality in the current conceptualisation
of the directive function. On the one hand, directive memories may assist people in solving problems, learning
lessons, correcting behaviour and avoiding future mistakes
– a type of directive memories that are primarily negative
but at the same time important to save and maintain (i.e.,
Cohen, 1998; Pillemer, 1992). On the other hand, directive
memories may also serve a broader purpose in that they
may stem from momentous events that inspired a certain
life path (career deﬁning moments or originating events,
cf. Pillemer, 2001) as well as motivating people to staying
on that path. Such memories would largely be expected
to be emotionally positive and to also serve self-functions
potentially (see Pillemer, 2003; Rasmussen & Berntsen,
2009 for discussion of this issue). It is therefore reasonable
to suggest that the two items we used may not have captured the breadth of the directive function. Future research
is needed to clarify the relationship between the directive
function and emotional valence.
Why is it important to examine the memories that
people would save and erase from their life story if they
could? One reason is that these memory prompts could
allow researchers to tap into a diﬀerent and more
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personally unique part of the life story as compared with
prompts to generate positive or negative memories.
Other work suggests that asking people for their most
positive or negative memories tends to activate norms
for what a prototypical life should contain but may fail
to tap into to more personally idiosyncratic events contained in the life story (Bluck & Habermas, 2000;
Umanath & Berntsen, 2013). Therefore, researchers could
use these save and erase instructions to study memories
of events that are not captured by life scripts.
Another reason to examine the memories that people
would desire to save – and especially the memories that
people would desire to erase – is that considerable data
suggest negative, and even traumatic, memories do not
represent a uniform category. Even highly traumatic
events can provide beneﬁts and might be worth saving,
as long as people learn from them and avoid making
them into central landmarks for identity and self-understanding (Berntsen & Rubin, 2006; 2007). A key consideration in this issue is whether the traumatic memory is
associated with shame (Martos et al., 2012). Our data
suggest that people do not want to hold on to negative
memories that are high in shame or that are related to
social isolation or death of signiﬁcant others.
There are, of course, limitations to our ﬁndings. Our
“save” and “erase” instructions were not entirely parallel.
Erasing a memory results in a clear change to one’s memories – the chosen memory would be completely forgotten. By contrast, the save instructions simply preserves
the chosen memory as it is. Perhaps, then, at least some
people reported being more willing to save their “save”
memories than to erase their “erase” memories because
saving maintained “business as usual” whereas erasing
might have resulted in in hard-to-anticipate losses. A
second limitation is that people in the study were young
(approximately 25 years old), and therefore not likely to
have experienced all events in the life script that makes
life normative. Nonetheless, this limitation existed across
all conditions. Finally, we employed single items used in
previous work to assess our primary research question.
Future work could beneﬁt from the use of more established function and emotion measures.
Here we have demonstrated that memories people say
they would want to save and erase from their life story
diﬀer from the memories people regard as their most
emotionally positive and negative memories on a
number of key dimensions. It is our hope that this work
provides a new paradigm by which people can tap into
these dimensions, and many other dimensions, of our
most personally, important, idiosyncratic events. For
now, our work suggests that one way to tap into the
important, idiosyncratic events from people’s lives is to
ask them for the memories they would save or erase.
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